Productivity is never an accident. It is always the result of a commitment to excellence, intelligent planning, and focused effort.

(Paul J. Meyer)
Hello everyone. This issue of “Spotlight” provides me a chance to reflect upon on what The University of Haripur has been striving for and been able to achieve over the last few months. The progress HEI’s of depends largely on the individual contribution of many people who are working behind the scenes, overtime round the clock and planning things to the smallest possible degree. A thought enduring in mind truly becomes a cherishing, interesting and exciting experience when it turns into reality. Since everyone in today’s competitive world is so much over occupied that we usually fail to appreciate the outstanding contribution of many good people and the activities that happen around us. The “Spotlight” will serve as a medium to provide proper acknowledgement and respect to all those people and their contributions. Proper communication plays a pivotal role in an institution’s development. This issue will serve to reinforce and allow increased awareness, improved interaction and integration among all of us. It could all change if we just pause to think of what is our contribution to the society from which we have been gifted with this blessed life. This issue will provide a brief account of the important events held up to December, 2017. It is expected that wider support for this mission will be provided through the reader’s valuable suggestions and comments. This is only a small step towards a long journey. To achieve progress and to meet the objectives we have to cross numerous milestones. This will inspire all of us for a new beginning enlightened with hope, confidence and faith in each other in the road ahead...... Happy Reading!
The University of Haripur at a Glance

The existing campus of UoH covers an area 236 Kanals and was in the administrative control of Forest Development Corporation (FDC), Khyber Pakhtunkhwa till January, 2008. This was Rosin and Turpentine factory being established in 1953 for the purpose of fulfilling rosin and turpentine requirements of Hazara region in particular and rest of the country in general. Due to non-availability of raw material the factory was abandoned in 1980 and remained idle for almost two and a half decades.

In view of its strategic location (lying at the confluence of two industrial zones namely Hattar and Gadoon industrial estates), availability of necessary infrastructure and reasonably sufficient land available for future expansion, it was felt seriously to make efficient use of the former factory. The then Vice Chancellor, Hazara University initiated dialogues with the provincial government and FDC and finally the factory was handed over to Hazara University and was given the status of Haripur Campus-Hazara University on March 8, 2008.

The academic journey in Haripur Campus started in April, 2008 with initial enrollment of 150 students in 03 academic departments. Since then till 2012 significant growth was witnessed in diverse spheres and the number of students raised to over 1600 in 07 academic departments. Similarly the number of faculty members raised from 05 in 2008 to 83 in 2012 (of which 18 were PhD, 30 MS/Mphil and 35 M.A/M.Sc).

In view of significant growth and tremendous students from district Haripur and its adjoining areas (Hassanabal, Chaj, Swabi, Mardan, Pindi and Islamabad etc), the Haripur campus came up with three clear and distinguished features;

- Firstly, it proved that there is huge potential at Haripur campus to attract thousands of students from Haripur and its adjoining districts. It attracted more than sixteen hundred students in just seven academic departments functional over a period of 04 years. It is worth mentioning that the campus had only two departments under faculty of sciences i.e. Department of Environmental Sciences and Agricultural Sciences. With establishment of other departments in the field of Sciences such as Chemical Science, Biological Science, Physical and Health Sciences, this enrollment could boost by 2-3 times.

- Secondly, the number of female enrollment in different programs being offered is more than 67%. This high enrollment ratio of female students, even lacking hostel facilities at campus, clearly indicates the potential for female education demand in Haripur and its adjoining cities.

- Third and lastly, the commencement of postgraduate programs (M.Phil/Ph.D) in Environmental Sciences, Agriculture, Education and Islamic and Religious Studies has proved highly successful. The campus has received high student support in these programs. Total enrollment being offered by the Department of Environmental Sciences alone stood at 100 plus in 6 batches. Based on current rate of increase and future demands, it was estimated that enrollment will rise up to 5000 with commencement of five more departments.

The scenario elaborated above provided strong basis for the up-gradation of Haripur Campus to the status of an independent public sector university. The case was taken up by the HED-KPK on March 24, 2012 and the project for UoH was approved followed by passing of Act from KPK assembly on July 04, 2012. The first Vice Chancellor was appointed on September 04, 2012 and UoH was formally recognized as an independent Public Sector University by HEC on January 10, 2013.
The University of Haripur envisions a research based, quality conscious, demand driven future to acquire excellence in diverse fields to restore hope and build community at large.

**Vision, Mission & Goals**

**Mission**
Achieve and maintain high standards in every sphere of its teaching and promote an open, collaborative and novel culture of scientific inquiry to improve the lives and livelihoods of the people through sustainable development.

**Strategic Goals**
Create an enabling environment for conducive learning to find solutions of current day’s problems and prevention of new ones through sustained supply of trained human resources to the national and international arena.

1. Provide quality education to prospective students that inculcates positive changes in their attitudes towards National Development.

2. Establish a community of outstanding scholars, teachers and administrative staff to promote and maintain academic distinction.

3. Promote scientific research to acquire excellence in various fields of study.

4. Establish network and coordination with leading national, regional and international institutes to share experiences for academic and research excellence.
Microsoft and HEC celebrated Academic Day at University of Haripur on 3rd November, 2017. 250 people including world renowned scholars, HEC officers, Microsoft leading experts, government representatives, industrialists, CEOs, MDs, Academicians and students attended the event. This is among one of the largest events to be organized by the University. Chairman HEC, Prof. Dr. Muhktar Ahmed was the Chief Guest on the occasion.

Vice Chancellor Prof. Dr. Abid Farid in his welcome address appreciated HEC and Microsoft for choosing the event to be hosted at University of Haripur. He presented various achievements of the varsity during the last four years and gave detailed overview of initiatives being taken like ERP indigenous development, scholarships, internships, research and developments. He appreciated efforts of IT Department for organizing this event.

Harb Bou Harb, Senior Director Education and Public Sector, Microsoft North Africa, Middle East and Pakistan outlined the special packages of Microsoft worldwide and especially in Pakistan. He said Microsoft is working hard to bring every possible comfort in the lives of individuals at affordable cost.

Abid Zaidi, Country General Manager, Microsoft

Majed Akl, Devices in Education, Director for Middle East and Africa highlighted technical solutions like Cloud, Azure, imagine cup, MS academies and SharePoint features before the audience. Jibran Jamshed, Modern Workplace Solutions Lead said that HEC and Microsoft teams up to give free office 365 to all Pakistan varsities with absolutely amazing features. He said Microsoft Pakistan and HEC aims to revolutionize the education system of Pakistan with the use of Office 365. By offering access to genuine Microsoft Office 365, it will allow students to install it on 5 devices which include Windows, Mac OS X, iOS, Android smart phones and tablets. All Office 365 subscriptions come with access to 1 TB
of One Drive cloud storage, along with networking services like Skype for Business, Share Point, Exchange and Yammer.

Ammar Al-Atiyat, Education Industry Lead, Microsoft North Africa, East Med and Pakistan demonstrated various features of Windows 10 which are highly appreciated by the audience. Director IT HEC Mr. Naveed Tahir said HEC is pleased to announce 300 free coupons for the MOS Exams to University of Haripur students. Deputy Director HEC Mr. Faisal briefed about the partnership ventures of both institutes for the betterment of Pakistani varsities.

Chairman HEC said, HEC aims to address academic issues through an interactive collaborative platform to the students, faculty and researchers for facilitating them on latest

Seminar on Anti-Corruption at the University of Haripur

University of Haripur (UOH) in collaboration with Deputy Commission Office, Haripur observed Anti-Corruption week at University of Haripur. In this regard a seminar was organized by University Advancement Cell, UOH in collaboration with DCO Office and Creative Bachelors Society, UOH. Deputy Commissioner Haripur, District Police Officer Haripur, Assistant Commissioner Haripur, Vice Chancellor University of Haripur (UOH), representatives from district government/colleges, faculty members and students of UOH participated in the event.

Addressing the seminar, Dr Abid Farid, VC UOH, said that corruption is a major issue currently faced by Pakistan, “it impedes development, increases crimes and promotes extremism in society”. Deputy Commissioner Haripur while highlighting the role of government in eradicating corruption emphasized on politicians, government servants, public office orders, contractors, civil society, media and business community to play their role in eradicating corruption from society. District Police Officer, Haripur, emphasized on the role of educational institutions in combating corruption.

In the end, an awareness walk was carried out within the campus. The participants of the walk were
National Voter´s Day at UOH organized by University Advancement Cell

7th December 2017, National Voter’s Day was observed at University of Haripur been organized by University Advancement Cell (UAC) and Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP), Haripur. In this regard a panel discussion was organized for students in which students from different departments actively participated.

The panel discussion focused on importance and preparation of CNIC, registration of vote and participation in the polling process especially by woman and disable persons. The event started with name of Almighty Allah. Mr. Zia ur Rehman (Manager UAC) debriefed all the participants with the importance of National Identity Card and registration process for casting vote. All the participants, both male and females, were intrigued to take part in the discussion by highlighting the role of ECP in conducting free & fair elections. Students of various departments of the university actively participated by sharing their views in highlighting existing problems and recommending possible solutions. Mr. Mudassar (Deputy Manager UAC) oriented the youth with process of existing Election system in Pakistan and use of bio-metric authentication in upcoming elections.

One Day Seminar on “Challanges & The Way Forward for Muslim Ummah”

One day seminar titled “Challanges & The Way Forward for Muslim Ummah” was arranged by Creative Bachelors Society at UOH. Students from diverse academic departments attended the subject seminar. Prof Dr Arshad Qayyum was the resource person of the seminar.

In his address, Dr Arshad said that Islam is a practical religion and has a complete code of life which teaches the importance of truth, fair-play, hard work, free of corruption and respect of others human-beings and above all Teachers. With these teachings, the real Islamic Rulers made a history, which is remembered by the whole world to date. Islam stressed upon the need of Merit and through this method Islam prevailed upon the whole world and produced the renowned leaders.
Information Session @ APPRC 2017-18

The University of Haripur, Pakistan in support from University of Queensland, Australia conducted an extensive two hour information session for participants of All Pakistan Pitching Research Competition (APPRC 2017-18). This session was broadcasted via Video conferencing facilities provided by Higher Education Commission across multiple Pakistani universities.

Mr. Imran Qadir (Pakistan Coordinator APPRC 2017-18) formally opened the session and welcomed the participants. This session comprised of different video resources (explaining the Pitching Research concept and the competition details comprehensively) and a live demonstration by the participants.

Certificate Distribution Ceremony of KP IT Excellence Center Internees at University of Haripur

Directorate of IT, KP (DoIT) in collaboration with University of Haripur (UOH) has successfully conducted 6 months internship program at IT Department, UOH. KP IT Excellence Center (KPITEC) was established a year ago by the DoIT, KP in which 60 selected interns 20 each in Desktop Technologies, Network Technologies and Web Technologies are trained on latest IT Technologies. At the end of the internship, formal closing ceremony was held on 20th October, 2017 at IT Department of the University of Haripur.

Prof Dr Abid Farid, Vice Chancellor UOH was the Chief Guest on the occasion. In his address, he appreciated the efforts of DoIT in promoting digital skills in the Hazara Region and stressed the need of enhancing the technologies. He congratulated the successful internees and advised them to work hard wherever they get an opportunity.

Manager DoIT, KP Mr. Khurram Shahzad thanked UOH for the provision of various resources and assured that soon Graphic Designing Technology will be started. He said that this is first ever excellence center in Hazara Division which is imparting quality market based skills with almost 95 percent job ratio. Further, he said, as per Estacode, 07 marks will be awarded to the internees under this internship program wherever they apply in KP government jobs. Manager KPITEC, UOH Mr. Kashif Ali Khan detailed the vision of the DoIT and gave brief description of the achievements of KPITEC. He said that in future those projects will be preferred which are actually required by the UOH and district government.

Head of IT Department, Mr. Muhammad Junaid thanked DoIT, KP for the facilitation of the students at Hazara Division. He said that this is providing
UN Corner Representative visited University of Haripur

Representatives from UN Corner visited University of Haripur and inaugurated UN Corner at University of Haripur. The purpose of UN corner is to enlighten the students about the 17 sustainable development goals related to provision of health, education, wellbeing, gender equality, and eradication of

12th Board of Studies meeting of the Department of Agricultural Sciences was held at University of Haripur

The 12th Board of Studies meeting of the Department of Agricultural Sciences was held on November 08, 2017. A number of departmental matters were discussed and synopses of nine M.Sc
Hurricane 2017 organized by Computing Society, University of Haripur

Hurricane 2017 was a three days event that brought a unique experience to the students and challenged them both physically and mentally. The event was organized from 31st October to 2nd November’17; by Computing Society, Department of Information Technology. Students from all the departments participated in this event in the form of teams. 35 teams participated in the event making a sum over 150 students.

On the second day, 2nd and 3rd round took place each containing 2 games, low voice challenge, dubsmash, need for speed & quiz respectively. After second round only top 8 teams succeeded to the 3rd round. All the 8 teams tried their level best in the 3rd round (NFS & quiz) but only 4 teams made it through to the final round.

On the last day, Round 4 took place in which the competition was very tough and competitive. The four finalist teams of Hurricane’17, Wildlings, Majboor Gang, Generation X and The Debuggers tried best of their efforts in winning the last round, Scavenger Hunt, which actually decided the best out of these 4 teams.

The event ended with a closing ceremony by distributing certificates to the finalists and awarding a Hurricane Cup & medals to the winner and runner

Medical Camp at Toheedabad Nathiagali Abbottabad
By the MPH Students, Department of Public Health

Students of MPH, Department of Public Health arranged a medical camp for residents of a small village, Toheedabad, Nathiagali, Abbottabad. Free check-up and medicine was provided to the villagers. University Administration provided participants. 07 Specialized Doctors took part in providing their free medical check-up. At least 400 patients were checked and required medicines were provided to them. Rs 200,000 rupees of medicines were provided to the patients.
Mr. Naeem Bukhari Winner of First Innovative Youth Award 2017

Mr. Naeem Bukhari, Department of Medical Lab Technology won first Innovative Youth award in the category of “Passionate Teacher” across Pakistan. The Event was organized by “Innovative Youth Forum” with the cooperation of District Government Swat on 30th December, 2017 at Wadudia Hall Swat, Pakistan. District Commissioner Swat and MNA Ms. Aisha Syed were the chief guests of the event. Previously in 2016, Mr. Naeem Bukhari was among 29 Student leaders across the country who participated in US Exchange

UOH Students Participation in Parliamentary Debate

Hanns Siedel foundation, Pakistan in collaboration with University of Peshawar, Peshawar, organized parliamentary debate (Model CCI) competition on 22nd Nov, 2017 at University of Peshawar. The contest was based on theme federalism after 18th amendment in Constitution.

The contest was organized at three levels, First zone level followed by provincial level and final was held at national level. The University of Haripur team was selected at zone level and participated at province level where all the selected universities from their zone participated in the said event. In this contest eight students were selected for final round, yet to be held at national level in Islamabad. Mr. Aftab Ahmad, Miss Aiman and Miss Marryum from The University of Haripur got 1st, 2nd and 4th position respectively and announced as finest speakers of the contest. As team The University of Haripur stood first in whole province. Vice Chancellor, Registrar, Director ORIC and the entire faculty members appreciated their efforts and wish

4th BOS Meeting of MLT

The fourth Board of Studies meeting of MLT Department was held on December 28, 2017 in the office of Head of MLT Department, University of Haripur.

The purpose of meeting was to streamline curriculum of PhD in Medical Lab Sciences for onward submission to HEC to get NOC. It is matter of great pleasure that MLT Department is offering MPhil admission in January 2018. The Boards members from other institutions highly appreciated the efforts done by MLT faculty members.
An Event on Road Safety at University of Haripur

Wings Society, UOH in collaboration with Atlas Honda organized an event on Road Safety at University of Haripur. In this regard, a seminar on road safety was also held. Chief Guest, DPO Haripur, in his address, emphasize on the importance of road safety. He said that previous lives are lost while violating traffic rules. Furthermore, free bike tuning workshop was also

Wings Society paid tribute to Muhammad Ali Jinnah

Wings Society paid tribute to a great leader, Muhammad Ali Jinnah on the occasion of his birth anniversary “Thank you so much sir”, for your efforts in making us an independent nation, for telling us the real definition of

Department of Pure & Applied Mathematics, UOH got NOC from HEC to start MS degree program in Mathematics

It’s a great honor and pleasure that the recently established Department of Pure & Applied Mathematics, University of Haripur has been awarded NOC from Higher Education Commission of Pakistan to start MS Degree program in Mathematics. This will facilitate in developing state of the art research environment both in pure and applied Mathematics, and is a step forward towards
Wall Painting Competition

Deputy Commissioner Haripur organized campaign of “Rung De Haripur”. The Creative Bachelors Society, a student union that works under the banner of University of Haripur, participated in it. Different Schools and Colleges of Haripur also participated in the campaign.

Student Teams were given different walls for painting. Colours and Brushes were provided to each team. Student teams presented their skill through painting and gave creative ideas, AC-I Mr. Adnan Jamil and AC-II Dr. Adil Ayub visited the paintings and fully appreciated the art work of students. During their visit to different wall paintings, they discussed the ideas with the students. They also discussed the achievement of this creative activity with Pattern-in-Chief and Senior Governing Body. DPO-Haripur Mr. Shahzad Nadeem also visited the wall paintings. While appreciating the work, he told the students that they will again arrange such events and security will also be provided to the students. Miss Sara Rehman, Asstt Commissioner-Haripur also visited the paint work. While appreciating the work, she stated that this campaign will continue. She also thanked the Society for doing good job in team work. After completion of the event, the Society students cleaned all the places and painting tools were also removed from the sites.

Closing Ceremony of the event was arranged in DC Office in which winning positions were announced by the Asstt Commissioner. Third position was won by the Creative Bachelors Society. Vice Chancellor

BIC Team Visit to Cubator 1 and SSBC at COMSATS Islamabad

Dr. Rehmat Zaman, Manager BIC and Miss. Neelam Akhtar, Executive Training Associate BIC visited CUBATOR 1 and SSBC (Student Start-up Business Centre) of COMSATS Institute of Information Technology, Islamabad. In Cubator 1 Mr. Abdul Majid explained different areas of businesses and terms and conditions for incubates in CUBATOR 1.

Coordinator SSBC, Ms. Zainab briefed BIC UOH members their student's start-up and grant policy. Further she explained SSBC’s scope, objectives and facilities for students. Mr. Abdul Majid and Ms. Zainab further explained

Summer Start-up Challenge ’17 Alhamra Art Center, Lahore

Urban Unit/Icube Summer Startup challenge

Urban Unit, a public-sector organization organized “startup summer challenge 17” at Alhmara Art Centre, Lahore. Manager BIC and Public Relations Associate BIC visited Lahore to attend this event and also meet with the event organizers. In this event business plans were pitched by teams from all over Pakistan. There were also ideas sent from Gilgit Baltistan to icube. Business plans were collected shortlisted by icube. The shortlisted teams were invited for pitching their ideas. Top 4 teams were selected for the incubation. Stalls of the newly started businesses were also displayed at the event.

The purpose of this visit was to build a relationship
Four Days Teacher’s Training Workshop organized by Department of Education in collaboration with HEC

Department of Education, University of Haripur in collaboration with Higher Education Commission (HEC) Islamabad organized a workshop entitled “Better Teaching through better classroom management.” Dr Tehsin Tahir Assistant Professor, Department of Education University of Haripur was the focal person of the event. Speakers at the event shared their views about how to effectively and efficiently manage the classroom environment in order to enhance student learning. Chief Guest for the event was.

BIC visit to Lahore for Collaboration with LUMS

Dr. Rehmat Zaman Manager BIC and Mr. Waqas Ali, Management Associate met with Mr. Rehmat Ullah Manager Industrial Linkages, ORIC UMT. Miss Rida Shoai Manager Marketing Plan 9 and Dr. Faisal Sherjan Director LUMS Centre for Entrepreneurship.

BIC, University of Haripur organized a Session on Effectuation Model

BIC organized a session on Effectuation Model for Incubatees and BIC Staff. Mr Imran Qadir was the resource person for the session.

Mr. Imran Qadir portrayed as an Entrepreneur and explained two basic models of Entrepreneurship i.e. Causal and Effectuation model. He explained the Effectuation model in a very purposeful way to young incubates of BIC. He further explained that select the best time and strategy to enter the market.

KP Youth Employment Program (YEP) at University of Haripur

University of Haripur in collaboration with KPITB has started two courses of 24 credit hours each for the people of Haripur District. This mode of training is conducted on Weekends to facilitate people of all walks of life. The program is being executed by the IT Department University of Haripur in which more than 60 people will be trained.

Youth Employment Program is a digital skills platform that connects youth in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa with the digital skills needed to help them get jobs, gigs, and other paid work using the Internet. YEP is Pakistan’s first digital economy platform providing youth with training, skills and employment opportunities. It uses a flexible and adaptive approach to keep up with the rapidly changing demands of the digital economy. YEP offers several core courses designed to meet the most pressing demands in the digital economy today as well as a growing set of programs designed to provide intensive full time training for specific career paths in high demand areas. YEP is also an open peer to peer platform to connect training providers with learners on a demand basis to help facilitate learning opportunities for all.

It may well be recalled here that KPYEP was launched by KPIT Board two months ago in
BIC, University of Haripur, organized a two-day training session on Business Plan Preparation & Entrepreneurship

BIC organized a training session on Business plan preparation and Entrepreneurship. Focal person Mr. Faisal Jalil Sherjan (Director Operations, LUMS Center for Entrepreneurship) addressed the audience regarding “Business Plan Preparation & Entrepreneurship”. He explained how to make a business plan.

At the end of the session, Dr. Rehmat Zaman (Manager BIC) concluded the session. Dr. Jahangir (Director ORIC) presented the shield to honourable guest Mr. Faisal Jalil Sherjan.

Focal person Mr. Mohammad Ahsen Mirza (Comsats, Islamabad) addressed on “Good Practices for BIC’s & Startups. He encouraged audience to start their business. Afterwards, Mr. Kamran Khan (Manager Industry Linkages & Technology Transfer ORIC, UOH) warmly encouraged the audience on the topic “Entrepreneurship: Myths, Challenges & Way Forward. He involved students in activity and by that

BIC Team participates in HEC 15 years celebration at IMSciences

Mr. Rehmat Zaman Manager BIC, Mr. Malik Waqas Ali Khan Management Associate BIC, participated in HEC 15 Years celebration at IM Sciences.
NYC’17 Institutional Trials - 19th Oct 2017

National Youth Carnival, NYC’17 is a national competition organized by KP government and the entire youth of Pakistan would compete both on district and national level.

The objective of this whole exercise is to provide ample opportunities to the students to come forward and explore their hidden talents.

Computing Society organized institutional trails of NYC’17 at the university on 19th October 2017. It was a small intra university competition in which more than 200 students participated in 28 categories which included Qirat, Naat, Quiz, Drama, declamation, chess etc. Students participated from all the departments of University Of Haripur in the trials and the great team of talented students has been compiled to represent the university in the upcoming round of competitions. NYC organizing body, Liaison Corporation monitored the trails in

HEC team visited University of Haripur to review PhD programmes offered by the varsity

A high level delegation of HEC visited University of Haripur to review the PhD programmes offered by the varsity. Additional Director, QEC, Dr Talat Mehmood brief the delegation about the PhD programmes and the quality assurance measures implemented by the university on the said programmes. The delegation showed satisfaction over the quality and conduct of PhD programmes at

Dr. Alia Naz Assistant Prof. Department of Environmental Sciences won first WASH Award Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 2017

"Dr. Alia Naz Assistant Prof. Department of Environmental sciences won first WASH Award Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 2017 in the category of WASH Research. This event was organized by Watsan Cell, Peshawar on Wednesday December 6, 2017 at Nishtar Hall, Peshawar."
BIC Performance in 3rd Invention to Innovation Summit 2017

Incubatees of Business Incubation Center, The University of Haripur Mr. Waqas for his project Wireless Traffic Signal Controller got 2nd Position in Technology Award and Mr. Zakir with his team (SPIDO Software House) got 3rd position in Business Plan Competition at 3rd invention to

Declamation Contest “Role of Higher Education in Nation Building”

University of Haripur celebrated 15 years establishment of HEC from the 6-8 December 2017. In this regard, University Advancement Cell in collaboration with Wings Society organized a declamation contest on the topic “Role of Higher Education in Nation Building” on the 7th of December 2017. The declamation contest was divided into two categories i.e. English and Urdu. The event started with the recitation of Holy Quran. A total of 24 students took part in the declamation contest. Students from University of Haripur as well as from affiliated colleges participated in the

Awards and Honors

JIRS- Journal of Islamic and Religious Studies is successfully indexed/listed in DOAJ

DOAJ is a community-curated online directory that indexes and provides access to high quality, open access, peer-reviewed journals. DOAJ is independent. All funding is via donations, 50% of which comes from sponsors and 50% from members and publishers. All DOAJ services are free
Mr. Rehmat Zaman Manager BIC, University of Haripur has successfully completed his Ph.D

Mr. Rehmat Zaman Manager Business Incubation Center, University of Haripur has successfully completed his Ph.D. in Biochemistry from Hazara University Mansehra.

Dr. Shiraz Khan, Head of Department, Department of Management Sciences successfully completed

Department of MLT, University of Haripur got NoC to launch MPhil in Medical Lab Sciences

It is matter of great pleasure that Department of MLT University of Haripur has got NoC for launching MPhil in Medical Lab Sciences (MLSc). Large number of MLT students can get benefit from this program. MPhil Admission in Medical Lab Sciences will be announced in Spring 2018.

Hashoo Foundation Scholarships 2017

Hashoo Foundation (HF) has approved Scholarships for the under graduate students enrolled in fall 2017 at University of Haripur. Hashoo Foundation has set up bursaries to support students from underprivileged backgrounds, who may otherwise have no access to higher education in order to build a better future.

The University of Haripur Team Winner of Technology Award 3rd Invention to Innovation Summit

Dr. Ayaz Mehmood, Assistant Professor (Soil Science), Department of Agricultural Sciences Published a paper entitled “Soil apatite loss rate across different parent materials” in "Geoderma" Impact Factor: 4.036.

A Research Paper of Dr. Ikram-ud-Din, Lecturer, Department of Information Technology, The University of Haripur is accepted in IEEE COMST Impact Factor 17.188.
"Just as castles provided the source of strength for medieval towns, and factories provided prosperity in the industrial age, universities are the source of strength in the knowledge based economy of the 21st century."

(Lord Dearing, September 2002)